
IMPORT VS DOMESTIC

The 24th annual Haltech World Cup Finals Import vs. Domestic presented by Wiseco will take place at Maryland
International Raceway on October 

We have to mention that the outside temperature wasn't exactly ideal for showing up in bikinis, but this didn't
stop the participants from walking proudly on stage. The event features Import vs. The footage below brings
us the atmosphere from the scarcely-dressed competition - interestingly enough, there seems to be quite an
important difference in attitude between the participating girls. This is strictly enforced. Racers come to this
event to obliterate records and make history! The event is busting at the seams with over 30, fans in
attendance, and there is no other event like it on the planet! This would involve making plans for fall , as this
year's edition is already over. Aside from the obvious drag racing and car show parts, the World Cup Finals
Import vs Domestic also included a bikini contest. Whether we're talking about US or European car shows, the
girls seem to be getting fewer and perhaps less enthusiastic by the year. The WCF event breaks more class
records than any event on Earth due to Jason Miller's legendary track prep and unparalleled cool and dry
atmospheric conditions that only exist this time of year! U-turn When it comes to the international auto shows,
the "cars and girls" topic has been loosing grip over the last few years. Also, be sure to check over 2,' of
vendors on the vendor midway where you'll find performance parts, accessories, and apparel at great prices!
Of course, this includes a bikes and girls gallery with about images. Event Details Oct 31, - Nov 4, Everyday:
am - am. We now have a fresh answer to that question, coming from the recent World Cup Finals Import vs
Domestic event. The pit area also features a Custom Car Show on Sunday with trophies and cash prizes
awarded. By the way, this was not an open contest, so the girls knew what they were getting into when they
registered. Domestic event at Maryland Int'l Raceway on October 31 - November 4, for the best show in drag
racing! All Car Show entries must pre-register for the car show. This was held by Jessica Barton, who's a
model, actress and racecar driver. Forget the trash talking, it's time to prove that these drivers have got what it
takes, with each side putting their reputation and egos on the line! The event brings you side by side racing
action from just about every type of genre in drag racing featuring the top cars from just about every
sanctioning body in the country! This show features beautiful cruisers, classics, hot rods, tuners, low riders,
and exotics. This took place at the Maryland International Raceway, on November , being the 19th edition and
gathering a crowd of over 20, people. Returning to the major shows, if you want to see a truly fruitful mix
between girls and motorized creatures, you can always visit the EICMA show in Milan, Italy, one of the
greatest motorcycling events on the map.


